Abstract-We present a hierarchical framework for motion planning of a large collection of agents. The proposed framework starts from low level motion primitives over a gridded workspace and provides a set of rules for constructing higher level motion primitives. Our hierarchical approach is highly scalable and robust making it an ideal tool for planning for multi-agent systems. Results are demonstrated experimentally on a collection of quadrotors that must navigate a cluttered environment while maintaining a formation.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper proposes a hierarchical construction of motion primitives for motion planning of multi-vehicle systems. The framework allows designers to incrementally build up more complex motion primitives from simpler ones in a systematic, rigorous way, without the need to redesign feedback controllers. This approach dramatically reduces the overall complexity of motion planning.
The main idea is simple. Consider a control system with two outputs. Suppose the output space has been gridded into boxes, and we have feedback controllers for a finite set of atomic motion primitives. In Figure 2 we show five atomic motion primitives. Motion primitives at level 1 are formed from sets of sequences of Level 0 motion primitives. For example, two successive Right atomic motion primitives from level 0 form the T woRight motion primitive at level 1. Progressively more complex behaviors can be similarly defined, as shown in Figure 2 .
Hierarchy is a common theme to simplify and scale up control design and has many applications [4] , [9] , [12] , [19] . Motion primitives often serve as an important layer in the hierarchy and have been applied in various forms [6] , [7] , [16] . Abstraction as it relates to hierarchy has been studied in more general settings [1] , [3] , [8] , [21] , [25] , but can be difficult to apply to practical applications. One of our motivating applications is efficient formation coordination of quadrotors, which boasts a broad literature [2] , [5] , [10] , [14] , [15] , [18] , [20] .
Though our main idea is simple, and while many concepts and methods involving hierarchy, abstractions, and quadrotor control have been well studied, we place extra demands on our design that take it a step beyond what has been done. First, we allow for an arbitrary number of hierarchical levels, and the design of any level depends in the same way only Marijan Vukosavljev and Mireille E. Broucke are with the Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Toronto, Canada (e-mails: mario.vukosavljev@mail.utoronto.ca, broucke@control.utoronto.ca). Angela P. Schoellig is with the University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies (UTIAS), Canada (email: schoellig@utias.utoronto.ca). Supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC). on the level below. One of the benefits of this uniformity of the architecture is that a designer can apply a planning algorithm at any level to obtain a control synthesis to the problem. Second, motion primitives at any level must be implementable by the low level continuous dynamics, for instance by adhering to safety and continuity constraints on positions and velocities. Effectively, we are implementing a notion of hierarchical consistency, but with the addition of a continuous state feedback at the lowest level [8] . As a final constraint, we expect a design that gives dramatic computational advantages, especially in the multi-agent setting. To this end, we construct hierarchical motion primitives on a grid, as shown in Figure 2 .
There are three main contributions of this paper. First, we provide an architectural formulation of hierarchical motion primitives, which involves careful attention to suitable, parsimonious data structures and relationships. Second, we solve a reach-avoid problem with behavior constraints, in which the vehicles must safely reach goal locations while maintaining predefined sequences of motions; here our analysis employs fairly standard notions from hybrid control theory. Finally, we supply an elegant and highly efficient design to address the formation control of quadrotors. For example, we are able to navigate a formation of quadrotors interleaving them around a set of obstacles, while maintaining strict safety guarantees.
This research is an outgrowth of our modular framework for motion planning based on motion primitives [22] , [23] ; the notions of atomic motion primitives and the maneuver automaton were introduced there. As those constructions
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"Two Right" "Right and Up" "U-Turn" "Hold" Fig. 2 . An example of motion primitives designed at two hierarchical levels over a gridded two dimensional output space.
were limited only to level 0, this paper concerns itself with describing how to build hierarchical motion primitives at higher levels and illustrating the computational advantages of employing a multi-level hierarchy. Moreover, we have introduced the notion of behavior constraints in addition to the usual reach-avoid problem as a mechanism to address the formation control problem of quadrotors in a hierarchical manner. At the same time we suppress theoretical details including proofs, which will be made available in a forthcoming journal paper. Notation. Let | · | denote the cardinality of a set. If A is a set, let P(A) denote its power set. The set difference of A and B is denoted A \ B. For a collection of sets {A i } n i=1 , the cartesian product is denoted n i=1 A i ; when n = 2, we may write A 1 × A 2 , and when A i = A for all i = 1, . . . , n, we may write A n (which in general should not be confused with superscripts for indexing in other contexts). Let Z and R denote the integers and the real numbers, respectively.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider the general nonlinear control systeṁ
where x ∈ R n is the state, u ∈ R µ is the input, and y ∈ R p is the output. Let y(·, x 0 ) denote the output trajectory of (1) starting at initial condition x 0 ∈ R n and under some openloop or feedback control. We make a standing assumption that the outputs of (1) are a subset of the states and that the vector field is invariant to the value of the output. This symmetry property is satisfied for many robotic systems, for example when the outputs are positions, and it allows motion primitives to be designed only over a single box in a gridded output space [6] , [23] .
Fix 
We identify a (non-empty) set of feasible boxes in terms of their box indices L f ⊂ Z p . The feasible boxes arise from control specifications including obstacle avoidance, collision avoidance, communication constraints, and others. Similarly, we identify a (non-empty) set of goal boxes in terms of their box indices L g ⊂ L f . Now consider an output trajectory y(·, x 0 ) for some control and initial condition x 0 ∈ R n . We associate to y(·, x 0 ) a discretized trajectory called a run that records the boxes that the output trajectory visits; see [11] for a formal definition. The run is denoted as y r := l 1 l 2 · · · , where l i ∈ Z p is a box index. We define the behavior induced by y(·, x 0 ) to be the sequence of box index increments y b := κ 1 κ 2 · · · , where κ i := l i+1 − l i . Because y r records every box visited by the output trajectory, we have that κ i ∈ {−1, 0, 1} p \ {0}. That is, the increment in any coordinate is of magnitude at most 1, and the overall increment is never 0. Let B denote the empty sequence and all finite and infinite sequences on {−1, 0, 1} p \ {0}. We define a behavioral constraint B ⊂ B to be any non-empty subset of B.
Problem 2.1 (Behavior-Constrained Reach-Avoid): Consider the system (1) with a gridded output space in terms of grid length vector d ∈ R p . We are given goal boxes L g , feasible boxes L f , and a behavioral constraint B ⊂ B. Find a feedback control u(x) and a set of initial conditions X 0 ⊂ R n such that for each x 0 ∈ X 0 :
III. HIERARCHICAL MOTION PRIMITIVES
In this section we present the hierarchical construction of motion primitives. First we recall the definition of a maneuver automaton (MA) from our previous work [22] , [23] , as it serves as the level 0 or base case of the construction.
A. Maneuver Automaton
A maneuver automaton (MA) is a hybrid system whose discrete modes correspond to motion primitives. Each level 0 motion primitive has associated to it a continuous time closed-loop vector field obtained by applying a state feedback law to (1) . The edges of the MA model feasible successive motion primitives. A motion primitive generates some desired behavior of the output trajectories of the closed-loop system over a box in the output space. Because of the uniform gridding of the output space into boxes and because of the symmetry assumption on the outputs, level 0 motion primitives are designed only over Y . The MA applies state resets to ensure that output trajectories remain in Y . Real, physical trajectories clearly do not undergo such resets and instead output trajectories move continuously from box to box.
Definition 3.1: Consider the system (1) and the box Y with grid length vector d. The level 0 maneuver automaton
. .} is a finite set of level 0 motion primitives, and X 0 = R n is the continuous state space.
, is a finite set of edges, describing allowable concatenations of motion primitives.
Resets of states are determined by the event σ ∈ Σ 0 , and they only affect the output coordinates in order to maintain output trajectories inside the canonical box Y . The semantics of a level 0 MA involve the standard notion of an execution of a hybrid system [13] , [23] . Informally, the continuous state evolves over the invariant of the current discrete mode m ∈ M 0 according to the vector field assigned to m, and an edge is taken when the continuous state reaches an enabling condition, thereby updating the discrete mode as well as resetting the continuous state. We shall denote a level 0 execution as
, where τ 0 is a hybrid time domain consisting of time intervals (e.g.
0 is a sequence of level 0 motion primitives recording the motion primitive over each time interval, and x 0 is the continuous state as a function of time.
B. Higher Level Maneuver Automata
We want to extend the notions of motion primitives, maneuver automata, and executions of an MA from level 0 to higher levels by a hierarchical construction that builds level k using only information from level k − 1. We begin with the discrete part of H 0 since its extension to level k > 0 is straightforward.
The discrete part of H 0 is given by the tuple (M 0 , Σ 0 , E 0 ), representing a graph with nodes M 0 (the level 0 motion primitives), edges E 0 , and labels Σ 0 . Analogously, the discrete part of the level
representing a graph over level k motion primitives. Because level k motion primitives may be defined over more boxes than just Y , the event labels Σ k on transitions must be accordingly generalized. For example, consider the level 1 motion primitive in Figure 2 called U-Turn. It is constructed by concatenating three level 0 motion primitives: Up, Right, and Down. UTurn may, in turn, be concatenated with other level 1 motion primitives encoded by an edge e = (m, s, m ) ∈ E 1 where m ∈ M 1 denotes U-Turn and m ∈ M 1 denotes a possible next level 1 motion primitive. First we attach a reference frame in the gridded output space for primitive m with an arbitrary base point o m , say the lower left box. The role of
2 is then to encode the fact that the transition from m to m occurs downwards from the upper right box Y l . Therefore s = ((1, 1), (0, −1)).
Now consider the continuous time part of H 0 . It consists of a continuous state space X 0 = R n , a set of continuous time closed-loop vector fields X 0 , a set of invariants I 0 that specify the domain of each vector field, and the enabling conditions G 0 and reset maps R 0 that specify how continuous states must be reset upon reaching an enabling condition. These notions are extended to level k as follows.
The continuous state space X 0 is reinterpreted at level k as a (discrete) state space
, consisting of the pairs (l, µ), with l ∈ Z p identifying a box index (or offset) and µ ∈ M k−1 identifying a level k − 1 motion primitive. Similarly, the notion at level 0 of a continuous state trajectory, which is a function of time, is replaced at level k by a discrete sequence of (l, µ) pairs.
The continuous time vector fields at level 0 are replaced by a set of discrete maps. For motion primitive m ∈ M k , the discrete map f
pairs that make up motion primitive m. These discrete maps must adhere to the constraints on successive level k − 1 motion primitives as specified in H k−1 (formal details are below). The invariant I k (m) is the set of (l, µ) pairs that the discrete map f k m acts on. The index l in the pair (l, µ) identifies the origin of the frame for µ ∈ M k−1 w.r.t. the frame for m ∈ M k . The enabling conditions and reset maps take the analogous meanings as in H 0 . They define the external transitions from primitive m ∈ M k to other level k motion primitives (including m itself). To properly define reset maps, it is necessary to keep track of reference frames for the various primitives involved. Suppose we have three frames for the three primitives m, m ∈ M k , and µ ∈ M k−1 , respectively. When an internal or external transition occurs, the next primitive effectively starts from a shifted frame. This shift is recorded in terms of the base point of each frame, denoted o m , o m , and o µ , respectively. For example, the origin of the frame for µ w.r.t. the frame for m is denoted by o 
where
. .} is a finite set of motion primitives at level k, and X k = Z p ×M k−1 is the analogue of the notion of a continuous state space at level 0.
is the box index w.r.t. a frame for some primitive m ∈ M k from which an external transition occurs, and κ s identifies the face of the box through which the transition occurs.
k (m) correspond to the origin of the frame for
that specifies all the allowable internal transitions between (l, µ) ∈ I k (m) pairs that together constitute the level k motion primitive. Consider (l, µ) ∈ I k (m) and σ = (l σ , κ σ ) ∈ Σ k−1 , such that l+l σ +κ σ ∈ L k (m) (identifying that this is an internal transition) and such that (µ, σ, µ )
, identifying that this is an external transition. Then g k e consists of all those pairs (l, µ) ∈ I k (m) for which an external transition to a consecutive level k motion primitive can occur. That is, Figure 2 , suppose we want to design motion primitives at level 2 based on the existing motion primitives at level 1. Consider the candidate motion primitive m ∈ M 2 formed by the concatenation of the two level 1 motion primitives µ = Right&U p and µ = T woRight. Figure 3 shows all the geometric information to understand how µ and µ are laid out relative to each other to construct m.
The invariant for m is I 2 (m) = {(l, µ), (l , µ )}, where l = (−1, 1) and l = (2, 2) are the indices w.r.t. to the frame for m for the boxes to which the frames for µ and µ , respectively, are attached. Three internal transitions are encoded in the transition function f 2 m , corresponding to the level 1 edges e i = (µ, σ i , µ ) ∈ E 1 , i = 1, 2, 3. For example, the level 2 internal transition f 2 m ((l, µ), σ 1 ) = (l , µ ) is implemented by a level 1 edge e 1 ∈ E 1 with associated event σ 1 = (l σ1 , κ σ1 ) ∈ Σ 1 . In the frame of o µ , the transition occurs from the box l σ1 = (−1, 1) through its right face κ σ1 = (1, 0).
There is one level 2 external transition for m ∈ M 2 with an associated edge e = (m, s, m ) ∈ E 2 . In turn, it corresponds to a level 1 edge e 4 = (µ , σ 4 , µ ) ∈ E 1 and event σ 4 ∈ Σ 1 . Thus, r 2 e ((l , µ ), σ 4 ) = (l , µ ) for some (l , µ ) ∈ I 2 (m ). The event σ 4 = (l σ4 , κ σ4 ) is expressed in the frame of o µ , while the event s = (l s , κ s ) ∈ Σ 2 is expressed in the frame of o m . Thus, l σ4 = (0, −2), κ σ4 = (1, 0), l s = (2, 0), and κ s = (1, 0).
For k ≥ 1 we define the notation H k−1 H k to mean that H k is an abstraction built up from H k−1 according to Definition 3.2. In analogy with H 0 , we define an execution at level k > 0, denoted as χ k = (τ k , m k , x k ). There are two differences from χ 0 . First, the hybrid time domain τ k is a sequence of sets of discrete times (e.g. τ k = {{0, 1, 2}, {3}, {4, 5}, . . .}), where each set consists of the discrete times when internal transitions occur. Second, continuous and discrete transitions at level 0 are replaced by internal and external transitions, respectively, at level k.
C. Hierarchical Maneuver Automaton
Now consider a collection of maneuver automata,
We call H a hierarchical maneuver automaton (HMA).
Next, we can also define an overall hierarchical execution by stacking together each execution at level k. Suppose that a level 0 event occurs from the current level 0 motion primitive. This event is either interpreted as an internal or external transition at level 1. If it is internal, the transition function X 1 determines the next motion primitive at level 0 (and the continuous state is reset with R 0 ). Otherwise, this event is propagated up the hierarchy until it is registered as internal at some level 1 ≤ K ≤ K or external at level K. In the former case, the transition function X K determines the next motion primitive at level K − 1, while in the latter case the reset map R K determines the next motion primitive at level K. An internal transition at level K is always implemented as an external transition at the levels K −1 to 0. The reset maps update the motion primitive at each level below. For example, if there is an internal transition at level 3, then at level 2, R 
IV. SOLUTION OF PROBLEM 2.1
In this section we give the main elements of the solution to Problem 2.1 using hierarchical motion primitives.
Definition 4.1:
be a HMA. We say that H is well-posed if (i) each hierarchical execution χ induces a unique behavior in B, and (ii) for all initial conditions of a hierarchical execution, there exists a maximal extension to a hierarchical execution such that its level 0 execution is infinite.
Ideally, we would provide a collection of checkable conditions in terms of HMA parameters, and then prove that we obtain a well-posed HMA. See [23] where such proofs are supplied for H 0 only. We have adopted Definition 4.1 in order to focus this paper on high level ideas.
be a HMA with K ≥ 1. We say that H is complete if the following hold:
That is, at level K there is only one motion primitive, there are no external transitions, and all states are valid initial conditions.
Completeness provides a hierarchy H whose top level acts as a control policy dictating the assignment of motion primitives one level below, with those motion primitives dictating the assignment of motion primitives below that, and so on. In practice, the control policy yielding a complete H is obtained by running a planning algorithm at level K − 1 using only the discrete part
, which is a (non-deterministic) graph with labeled transitions. For the reach-avoid problem, one may adapt our algorithm from [23] for planning at level K − 1, or other graph search methods may be employed.
There are two main advantages associated with planning at higher levels. First, a policy produced at a higher level would be much more efficiently computed and represented, composed of only a few high level motion primitives and the transitions between them. Second, the application of planning algorithms to generate policies at higher levels would not need modifications to enforce behavioral constraints explicitly, provided that the concatenation of the constituent high level motion primitives automatically preserve the desired behavioral constraint.
Our main result, Theorem 4.1, states conditions to solve Problem 2.1. We can see that conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) correspond to the avoid, reach, and behavior specifications, respectively. The significance of the result is that if a planning algorithm can meet these conditions, then they satisfy the requirements of Problem 2.1 at the lowest, continuous time level.
Theorem 4.1: Consider the system (1) with a gridded output space in terms of grid length vector d ∈ R p . We are given a feasible and goal set of boxes, L g ⊂ L f ⊂ Z p and a behavior constraint B ⊂ B. Consider a HMA {H k } K k=0 , which is well-posed and complete. Suppose that
Then there exists a set of initial conditions X 0 and an associated feedback control strategy u(x) solving Problem 2.1.
V. FORMATION CONTROL
In this section we show how hierarchical motion primitives can be used to solve a formation control problem. To illustrate ideas, we consider two agents, each modeled as a double integrator with a scalar output. The behavioral constraint to maintain a formation of two agents, each with one output, is that if one agent incurs an increment in its output value due to the application of a motion primitive, then the other agent experiences the same increment in the successive motion primitive. Consider a behavior y b = κ 1 κ 2 . . . ∈ B of the multi-agent system, where 
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Forward Backward x 2 ) state space. The bottom part shows that two copies of the p = 1 design may be composed to yield motion primitives for p = 2. This procedure extends easily to an arbitrary number of p outputs. Under this behavioral constraint, the relative value of the two outputs is maintained while at the same time a sequence of motion primitives to achieve a reach-avoid specification is executed by the multi-agent system. The behavioral constraint can be easily generalized to N agents. To implement the formation behavioral constraint using hierarchical motion primitives, we propose a two level hierarchy consisting of the MA's, H 0 and H 1 . Level 0 is based on our previous design presented in [22] , [23] , which we now briefly summarize.
First, the level 0 (atomic) motion primitives for each agent are: Hold (H ), Forward (F ), and Backward (B), corresponding to the agent's output holding its value (remaining in the current box of the gridded 1D output space), increasing its value (moving to a box to the right), or decreasing its value (moving to a box to the left). Each agent i is equipped with a level 0 maneuver automaton denoted H 0,i = H H F B , i = 1, . . . , N , as shown in Figure 4 . Second, to obtain a level 0 maneuver automaton for the two agent system, we take the parallel composition of the individual MA's to form the MA H 0 = H 0,1 H 0,2 . Informally, parallel composition is based on the cartesian product to account for the asynchronous possibilities that arise when combining two independent subsystems. More generally, for p agents we would form Figure 4 illustrates some of the level 0 motion primitives for the two agents, including H H , F H , and so forth for all the possible neighboring directions in 2D.
Finally, the level 1 motion primitives for the two agent system are: Formation Forward (F ), Formation Backward (B ), and Formation Hold (H ). These are depicted in Figure 5 . It is easy to see that the concatenation of these level 1 motion primitives satisfies the desired behavior (2). Once again, this design is easily generalized to N agents.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
It is well known that the model of a quadrotor is differentially flat, and so the nonlinear dynamics can be effectively treated as three independent double integrators for each of the world frame coordinates (x w , y w , z w ) [18] . Suppose we have a collection of N quadrotors. The corresponding multivehicle system (1) has p = 3N outputs with n = 6N states. We use our formation hierarchical motion primitives to solve Problem 2.1 with a formation behavior constraint.
First, we grid the 3D physical space and identify obstacles. A formation configuration is specified in terms of the relative box offsets between the vehicles to a chosen representative vehicle and a goal box is specified for the representative. Although the full gridded output space for the N agent system is obtained by composing the gridded 3D physical space N times, we do not compute it explicitly because N may be large. Moreover, instead of specifying the feasible boxes L f ⊂ Z p , we define virtual obstacles in 3D based the representative vehicle locations, the formation configuration, and physical obstacles. The behavioral constraint B on the full gridded space consists of the constraint (2) applied to each physical directions (x w , y w , z w ) independently on the N vehicles.
Next, we group together all outputs of the N agents corresponding to each workspace direction x w , y w , and z w , and to each such group we appropriate one level 1 MA, H H F B . Then we take the parallel composition of these three MA's for the three workspace directions to obtain H 1 = 3 j=1 H H F B , which has 3 3 = 27 motion primitives, independent of N . The resulting HMA H = {H 0 , H 1 } is guaranteed to generate the correct behavior, L(H) ⊂ B, because the individual components H H F B satisfy (2) .
Finally, we generate a control policy H 2 to yield a complete HMA H = {H 0 , H 1 , H 2 }, which also preserves the forma- tion. The control policy can be generated efficiently based on the 27 motion primitives of H 1 and the box locations of the representative vehicle using any shortest path planning algorithm. More specifically, the computation of the control policy is equivalent to the complexity of planning as with a single agent, and the computation of the virtual obstacles is linear in the number of agents. Thus we satisfy our aim to dramatically improve the overall computation time.
Experimental results are demonstrated for four Crazyflie quadrotors flown indoors using a VICON motion capture system. The top row of Figure 6 shows the gridded 3D workspace, the physical obstacles (red), and the goal boxes (colored). The behavioral constraint is imposed to maintain a square formation. This scenario is challenging because of the intermingling of obstacles amidst the moving formation and because 3D maneuvers are required for obstacle avoidance. The middle row of Figure 6 shows the resulting 3D trajectories in the workspace, demonstrating that the reachavoid task was successfully executed. A video is available at http://tiny.cc/hier-moprim. It also shows different scenarios involving more vehicles in order to demonstrate the applicability to a variety of formations and settings as well as the computational scalability of our approach.
VII. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have introduced hierarchical motion primitives to solve the motion planning problem for a large collection of agents. Hierarchical motion primitives are constructed recursively using a hierarchical maneuver automaton. The framework was applied to multi-vehicle formations, yielding novel behaviors such as the ability to pass "through" obstacles while maintaining a formation. Future work includes developing an automated procedure to generate efficient structures of hierarchical motion primitives for arbitrary reachavoid behavior-constrained problems and discovering additional applications of our hierarchical approach.
